The age of the molecular organization of life as expressed in the genetic code can be estimated from experimental data. Comparative sequence analysis of transfer RNA by the method of statistical geometry in sequence space suggests that about one-third of the present wansfer RNA sequence divergence was present at the urkingdom level about the time when archaebacteria separated from eubacteria. It is conduded that the genetic code is not older than, but almost as old as our planet. While this result may not be unexpected, it was not dear until now that interpretable data exist that permit inferences about such early stages of life as the establishment of the genetic code.
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I T IS A GENERAL BELIEF THAT LIFE ORIGINATED ON EARTH,
yet there is no direct experimental evidence about when and where life actually came about. Hence, any logically consistent hypothesis would seem to be acceptable (1, 2) . Recent progress in sequence analysis of nucleic acids, however, opens a new experimental access to the problem. In particular, the nearly 1000 transfer RNA sequences that are known today (3) offer, because of their pronounced similarities of primary sequence and common features of secondary and tertiary structure, fertile ground for comparative analysis (Fig. 1) .
There are two ways ofordering the wealth ofsequence data. First, one may focus on a given species and produce an alignment of all its individual tRNAs. Fifteen such species families and their respective consensus sequences (Table 1) have been identified, with each family consisting of 20 to 40 individual tRNAs. Second, one may specify a tRNA by its anticodon and follow it through various species, as has been done in 24 phylogenies of individual sets of tRNAs with common anticodon (Table 2) . Each anticodon family contains 15 to 30 individual tRNA sequences from all kingdoms. All sequences listed in Tables 1 and 2 are explicitly given in (3) .
Correspondingly, there are two types of evolutionary divergence, each of a different topological nature. They show up as bundle-like diagrams for parallel divergence in species families (Fig. 2 , left) and as treelike branching patterns for consecutive divergence in anticodon families (Fig. 2, middle ). For sequences with ancient origins, both parallel and reverse mutations have accumulated to yield looped or netlike diagrams (Fig. 2, right) . It is therefore important to devise an objective method for establishing the correct topology.
M. Eigen The two forms ofdivergence project to different origins. Phylogenies are rooted in the last common ancestor of kingdoms, whereas the spread within each species is rooted at the origin of the genetic code, or more accurately, at the time of "fixation" of the various tRNAs, when amino acids became assigned to their codons. There are therefore two essentially different distances that may, depending on a calibration ofevolutionary rates, allow an establishment oftime spans or their limits. In particular (as is suggested in Fig. 3) , if it is possible to assign sequences that refer to ancestors of kingdoms and to determine their spread, we may compare divergence at notably different times of divergence.
Distance as a Measure of Kinship
Kinship relations are revealed by alignment of sequences. Such an alignment is relatively simple for tRNA because of its uniform structure. A measure of kinship then is the distance dik, the number of positions at which two aligned sequences i and k are occupied by different nucleotides. Such "horizontally" summed (that is, over the length ofthe tRNA chain) overall distances are meaningful measures of divergence only if they are sufficiently different from zero and from their limiting value of complete randomization (that is, dik = 0.5v or 0.75v, where v is the number ofnucleotides compared, 60) Table 2 at the bottom). The consensus sequences in Table 1 record the symbol appearing most frequently in each vertical row. If R and Y appear with (almost) equal frequencies, both symbols are included, the first representing the more abundant one. Phylogenetic trees were constructed by a modified "parsimony" method (8) that has been described elsewhere (9) . The nodes I and II refer to two defined tripods (dendrograms of three sequences). Node I represents the tripodal node ofeubacteria, mitochondria, and archaebacteria; node II represents the tripodal node of eubacteria, archaebacteria, and eukaryotes. The individual nodal sequences at all positions in Table  2 where nodes I and II do not agree are shown with the first symbol node I and with the second symbol node II. The two consensus sequences correspondingly refer to the first (I) and second (II) symbol, respectively. In assigning the nodal nucleotide, we gave each of the three kingdoms (including mitochondria) equal weight. In the trees of individual anticodon families, methanogens and thermoacidophiles occur as early diverging members of an archaebacterial kingdom. Likewise, chloroplasts appear as relatives of cyanobacteria in the eubacterial kingdom, while mitochondria form SCIENCE, VOL. 244 674. a separate group that is more closely related to eubacteria than to archaebacteria (10) .
The 31 variable positions represented in Tables 1 and 2 Table 2 for each individual position (bi) and in Table 1 and in the lower part ofTable 2 for the averages (8a and bb), which are taken-separately for both classesover all individual sequences of each species (or node) family. Whereas &b values almost reach the limiting values characteristic of complete randomization (0.4n to 0.5n), the 8a values show only half as much divergence (-0.2n). We used this criterion for defining classes a and b. For early nodal families, &a is smaller by up to a factor of 3 than corresponding values for present species families, whereas 8b remains close to the limit of randomization. We correspondingly call class a positions "moderately" and class b positions "highly" diverged.
At class a positions, all consensus sequences are practically identical, as to be expected from theory (6) for binary sequences with 8 < 0.3n. Therefore, most of the differences among consensus sequences are limited to the ten highly diverged class b positions. Nevertheless, the distances between consensus sequences clearly reflect phylogenetic kinship and yield a meaningful evolutionary tree in which nodes I and II, constructed solely from consensus sequences (Table 1) , agree exactly with those obtained independently from phylogenies (Table 2 ). This suggests, and is confirmed by inspecting phylogenetic divergence, that during phylogeny class b positions have not changed to an appreciably larger extent than class a positions. Their status of divergence obviously reflects a situation that existed before phylogeny.
Variable positions (including class b) encode functions that, at a quite early stage of evolution, require discrimination of individual tRNAs ( Fig. 1) (11, 12) . Nondiscriminative functional elements, such as the boxes acting as initiation signals for polymerase III in eukaryotes, are localized preferably in constant or moderately diverged regions (13) .
Statistical Geometry in Sequence Space
We are now in a position to proceed with comparative analysis according to the program outlined in the first section. For distance comparison, we use a combination ofvertical and horizontal analysis introduced recently (6) (14) . In a geometrical representation of it, the measure of separation or metric that counts distances like street blocks is called a "Hamning metric." Throughout this article, we relate distances to the total number of the positions that are under consideration and express them as percentages of this number. For binary sequences, a relative distance of 50% means total randomization, since it is equivalent to the distance expected in any random distribution of binary symbols. Now consider a quartet of binary sequences A, B, C, and D located at four distinct points in sequence space. The four points can always be connected as to yield diagrams as shown in Fig. 5 . The seven distance segments in these diagrams (that is, three box dimensions and four protrusions) represent the sizes of seven classes ofpositions where the four sequences are not congruently occupied. If we denote the segments as in the examples shown in The method becomes a "statistical" one by the application of this concept to all ( ) quartets that can be formed from n sequences [for example, for n = 40: (4) = 4!(n *4) = 91390] and the determination of statistical averages of all geometrical segments. Individual protrusions then cannot be distinguished anymore, and we define di as the number of positions with three congruently occupied sequences (that is, "three of a kind") and d2 as the number of positions with pairwise congruences ("two pairs"), which leaves do = v -di -d2
as the number of homologous positions (that is, "four of a kind"). Statistically sound averages of do, dl, and d2 can be given for any sufficiently large set of sequences.
An objective decision about the topology of divergence can be obtained by analyzing relations between the three pairwise congruences subsumed under d2. In the statistical analysis we average separately for the largest (1), medium (N), and smallest (s of these three box dimensions. For an ideal bundle, 1, m, and 7 must be zero. If all three box dimensions are of a similar length, we are dealing Table 2 . Early nodal sequences of individual tRNAs. Two sets of data, one referring to the common ancestor (tripodal node) of eubacteria, archaebacteria, and mitochondria (I), the other to that of eubacteria, archaebacteria, and eukaryotes (II), have been established. Where assignments differ, the first of two paired symbols refers to tripod I, the second to tripod II. Moderately diverged (class a) positions again are shaded. Consensus sequences of individual early nodal sequences I and II, relative positional deviations bi, are shown in the lower part of the table. For the consensus sequences called master I and master II, respectively, Ea/n is 6.7 and 9.2%, 8bl n is 37.9 and 38.3%. In spite of its special role in translation, the initiator tRNA (mti) reveals positional class assignments and noise levels that are similar to those of all other tRNAs. 
If one of the box dimensions is significantly larger than the two others we are dealing with a tree-like topology. For an ideal tree, m and s must be zero. Hence the relative magnitude of im and 7 with respect to T is a measure of "tree-likeness." If 21 -(m + 7) 0, the tree structure is randomized to an extent that it cannot be distinguished any more from a (randomized) bundle. The examples shown in Fig. 5 include a tree-like diagram with ancient divergence and two bundle-like diagrams where 1, m, and s are of a similar magnitude.
At this point we may note an important difference between sequence and distance space. The classical analysis, aimed at the construction of dendrograms, is based on overall distances (8, 10) . Four sequences define six distances, but a dendrogram involves only five segments. Hence, there is generally ambiguity in assigning one of the three possible four-sequence trees, requiring a best compromise (for example, maximum parsimony) for constructing the tree. This ambiguity does not exist in assigning quartets in sequence space, whose particular geometry always yields exact assignments, thus quantifying the degree of uncertainty of tree assignment. Concomitant recording of different box segments provides, in addition, an internal calibration that is more sensitive to large divergences than are absolute values of cumulative distances. Moreover, as the segments are averages ofa very large number ofquartets, they are statistically quite robust. (The values generated are not entirely statistically independent. In a set of 30 sequences, each pair contributes to about 1.6% of the quartets.)
Returning to the data analysis, we show in Fig. 6 a computer simulation of parallel divergence of 30 sequences, each comprising 30 positions, submitted to random mutations with uniform average rate. The mutation distance A counts the average number of mutational events per sequence, irrespective of their being of a Vertical deviations from master (8) randomized (dark bars). Now consider the experimental data for a typical present-day tRNA species family, namely, 28 binary (RY) sequences of Bacillus subtilis (52 reference positions). There are 22 positions (for all species families studied: 21 ± 2 positions) that seem to be still in their initial state (or have been biased to be identical). They do not form any "tail" of the distribution of the remaining 30 (generally 31 ± 2) positions, which themselves do not rmatch any of the stimulated histograms, indicating highly nonuniform probabilities of substitition. forward, parallel, or reverse nature. It is to be distinguished from both horizontal and vertical distances d and 8 that can be counted in every alignment. The term A/v should be considered some equivalent of (relative) time. [In the sequence analysis literature, it is often related to v = 100 and called PAM, meaning "accepted point mutations" per 100 residues (15) .] When A/v = 1, on average every position had a chance to change, but not all did, while others were reversed. Ancestor families (Table 2) are shown separately for moderately (class a) and highly (class b) diverged positions.
All class b data (including ancestor families) refer to A/v values near one, where kinship relations are almost completely randomized (Fig. 6 ). The class a data, on the other hand, generally show much smaller degrees of randomization. The divergence is bundle-like with a small residual tree-likeness indicated by (small) differences in the A positions obtained for d1 and d2. All but mitochondrial and Tphage species families show comparable degrees of randomization, defining coincident Aa values (the index a referring to class a positions). Mitochondria and T phages project to somewhat larger Aa values. For class a positions, the two ancestor families (nodes I and II) show considerably smaller degrees of randomization, defining a smallest value Amin for the earliest node at Amin .
(0.35 ± O. 1)Aa. (The "earliest node" itself cannot be determined objectively, since we cannot assign a tripod to it. The error limit given refers to the spread of data and the uncertainty of assignment of class a and class b positions.) If one of the positions is incorrectly assigned to class a or class b, respectively, Amin decreases or increases by less than 10% of its value. Uncertainties of assignment of nodal sequences in Table 2 refer mainly to class b positions and hence do not affect Amin values greatly.
Data for do, di, and d2 of the anticodon families do not match the curves simulated for bundle-like divergence in Fig. 6 . We have therefore simulated a consecutive tree-like divergence, which could be matched with data of phylogenetic divergence of the kind shown in the upper diagram of Fig. 5 
A quatemary sequence space (6) may be constructed by assigning to each comer point in the v-dimensional hypercube (representing a binary sequence) a subspace that itself is a hypercube of dimension v. Assignment then proceeds in two successive steps. Localization in the first hypercube defines the RY sequence, whereas localization in the second hypercube (subspace) specifies which of the R or Y bases is involved at each position. (The concept could be generalized further so as to include deleted or inserted symbols.)
Quartets of quatemary sequences establish distance relations that involve four different subspaces of the RY hypercube. They include five classes of distance segments. In addition to the three classes present in binary systems, we have "one pair" (d3) and "no pair" (d4).
The segment d4 involves all four bases and belongs therefore to the class d2 in RY space. Segment d3 has two possible assignments (for example, GGAC = RRRY and GGUC = RRYY) and therefore is split among the RY distance classes d, and d2.
We have shown that one may again use representative geometries to deal with quartets of quaternary sequences. The segments d3 and d4 introduce triangular, tetrahedral, or similar polyhedral structure elements (6) . However, a disadvantage of the five distance classes defined is that they do not differentiate between transitions and transversions, which may contribute with different rates of substitution.
To cope with this problem, we have to suitably combine the five distance classes in AUGC space with the three distance classes in RY space, yielding altogether eight new distance segments. We use symbols dqb where q specifies the five distance segments in quaternary (AUGC) space and b refers to the three distance segments in binary (RY) space that count transversions only. The binary distance class do (for example, RRRR) thereby splits up into three subclasses: doo, d1o, and d20 (examples, GGGG, GGGA, and GGAA, respectivelv). Likewise the di of binary sequence space (for example, RRRY) splits up into d, 1 and d3I (examples, GGGU and GGAU, respective-1Y), whereas d2 (for example, RRYY) has three subclasses: d22, d32, and d42 (examples, GGUU, GGUC, and GAUC, respectivelv).
Statistical geometry in binary sequence space yields the rate of divergence exclusively due to transversions. Is there a similar way to determine a rate referring exclusively to transitional divergence? We must find a hypercube that is uniquely representative of transitional changes, and we must compare quartets of sequences that are localized in this subspace.
For this purpose we define a subspace of RY space that includes only those coordinates that refer to homologous positions (that is, "four of a kind": RRRR or YYYY) of a given quartet. In this subspace the four sequences are represented by the same point. We then specify transitions by assigning a do-dimensional transitional subspace to this point in the do-dimensional RY-subspace. We call the second subspace "transitional" because any extension in this space is exclusively due to transitional changes. Hence, we may compare geometries in this space with those obtained earlier in RY space. Note, however, that the number of coordinates differs in both spaces. All distances in the transversional hypercube (and hence any A value obtained) refer to v coordinates, while those in the transitional subspace (including the resulting A value) refer to do coordinates and have to be normalized correspondingly.
Carrving as a transition). The experimental data, however, show larger values for transitions than for transversions. The best fits of all experimental data are obtained if a transition is assumed to occur 2.5 + 0.3 times more frequently than an individual transversion. The simulations whose results are shown in Fig. 7 were carried out on this basis. The A/v values now include two transversions plus one transition that occurs 2.5 times more frequently than one of the two transversions. Class a divergence (Fig. 7 ) therefore appears at A/v values that are about 1/2(2 + 2.5) = 2.25 times larger than those found in Fig. 6 , and they congruently fit all curves, including those that reflect mixed transitional and transversional divergences. A 10% variation of the ratio of transitional to transversional substitution rates yields perceptible deviations. Note that some of the segments, in particular those which pass through maxima, react very sensitively to the ratio of transitional and transversional rates. If the ratio were taken to be one, the relative magnitudes of some distance segments would even invert.
The class b positions again appear to be completely randomized. Note that A/v 1 is equivalent to a value near 0.5 in Fig. 6 . Hence, the limiting values for randomization lie outside the frame of Fig. 7 . Moreover, in class b positions the ratios oftransitional and transversional rates may differ from those valid for class a positions. The distances doo and d42 clearly indicate that randomization is complete for class b positions.
Altogether we obtain from the quatemary analysis shown in Fig.  7 a picture of divergence in species families similar to that from the binary analysis shown in Fig. 6 . In quatemary sequence space, kinship relations (based on class a positions) are appreciably more randomized (A/lv x 0.48) than in RY space (A/v = 0.23), yet they still appear to be well defined. Mitochondrial sequences, on the other hand, are appreciably more randomized, to such an extent that it is difficult to reconstruct early ancestors on the basis of the available data. Anticodon families again show A/lv values that lie between 0.65 and 0.75 of those for present species families, confirming the results obtained from RY analysis.
Conclusions
Individual and master sequences of tRNA reflect kinship relations that are consistent with generally accepted evolutionary patterns (16) (17) (18) and allow comparative analysis to be extended into a prephylogenetic time range. The evolutionary spread of individual tRNAs such as that found in various species families does not drastically exceed phylogenetic divergence of given tRNAs. The qualitative conclusion follows that the origin ofthe genetic code did not predate early phylogenetic diversification (for example, of eubacteria and archaebacteria) to a considerable extent. Had the code been much older-and this would be possible only in case of extraterrestrial origin-those changes that clearly can be identified as phylogenetic divergence would previously have become randomized to a large extent. The study reported in this article quantifies this statement by making a detailed comparative analysis based on the method of statistical geometry in sequence space.
Twenty-one "moderately" diverged positions (Fig. 1) are the main source of evolutionary information. Their binary sequences are homologous in nearly all master sequences of present and precursor families. Statistical geometry shows that their evolution was divergent: early precursors appear appreciably less diverged and blurred than present families. This is not true for the ten highly diverged positions whose very early divergence provided the diversity necessarv for discriminative code adaptors. All these positions are located in the 3' half of the chain while only seven of them, being at complementary positions in the aminoacyl and anticodon stem Relative mutational distance [AIv] segments, which is reached far outside the frame at the right-hand side of the picture.
regions, can also be associated with the 5' half. This fact is consistent with (although not a particularly strong argument in favor of) speculations about the 3' half having been a precursor of tRNA (19, 20) . Transitional changes in tRNA have accumulated 2. Tables 1 and 2 . The main kingdoms, on the basis of relative distance segments (degree of randomization), appear to be "equally old." Descending from a common ancestor, they had an equal span of time available to accumulate "noise." Their divergence is essentially bundle-like [with a small residual tree character (21) ]. The sequence data yield relative mutation distances, which could be converted to time ratios only if one could assume substitution rates to be time-independent. In the very early phases of evolution, however, error rates and acceptability of mutations must have been larger than in present organisms, where structures are optimized and error rates are minimized. Hence, ratios of mutation distances that refer to such early periods only represent upper limits, which strengthens our argument that the genetic code is younger than our planet.
Errors of assignment to positional classes (that is, constant, moderately, and highly diverged) are limited in general to +2 positions, possibly differing in different species families. Furthermore, these assignments as such are only one possible attempt of quantifying the nonuniformity of evolutionary substitution rates. The main source of errors, however, is the uncertainty in establishing and dating earliest nodes. If early nodes of kingdom separation are to be dated around 2.5 + 0.5 billion years ago (7, 17, 22) , the code cannot be older than 3.8 (±0.6) billion years. Self-splicing occurs through two transesterification reactions (exchanges of phosphate esters which leave the total number of phosphodiester bonds unchanged). In the first transesterification, the 5' splice site is cleaved as guanosine is added to the 5' end ofthe IVS (2); guanosine, GMP, and GTP (guanosine mono-and triphosphate, respectively) have similar activities as substrates. It has been proposed that the guanosine acts as a nucleophile in an in-line, SN2 (P) reaction (3, 4) , but there has been no direct test of this mechanism. In the second transesterification step, the 3' splice site is cleaved as the exons (RNA sequences flanking the IVS) are joined.
The excised IVS RNA retains catalytic activity (5, 6) . Truncated versions of the IVS RNA act as RNA enzymes (ribozymes) to cleave, join, or dephosphorylate RNA substrates (7) (8) (9) . The sequence-specific endoribonuclease activity of the Tetrahymena ribozyme (Fig. 1) is an intermolecular version of the first step of preribosomal RNA self-splicing. The site of substrate cleavage is determined by a base-pairing interaction; the substrate binds to the same sequence within the IVS that specifies the 5' splice site during self-splicing (9) (10) (11) . The endoribonuclease reaction facilitates detailed studies of the chemistry of guanosine addition because the substrate can be provided as an oligonucleotide. Oligonucleotides are easily synthesized with a variety of sequences and functional group substitutions.
Recently we studied cleavage of substrates that had single-base changes several bases preceding the cleavage site, giving mismatched substrate-ribozyme complexes. Surprisingly, mismatches greatly enhanced the rate ofcleavage (12, 13) . One reasonable explanation was that the mismatches might be facilitating a rate-limiting conformational change (14) rather than affecting the chemical step. Such a model gives a strong prediction; an alteration of the phosphate at the cleavage site that greatly decreases its reactivity toward O-P bond cleavage might have very little effect on the rate ofthe reaction. This prediction has now been tested by substitution ofa phosphorothioate at the reaction site. The finding of very little change in cleavage rate, even with the best substrates, supports the model of a non-rate-limiting chemical step.
The phosphorothioate-containing substrates also provide a test for the stereochemical course of the reaction. We find that the reaction proceeds with inversion of configuration at phosphorus, the same result obtained for most proteins that catalyze transesterification of phosphate esters (15, 16) . This stereochemistry suggests
